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ABSTRACT
This application aims to provide dispatchers with an accessible tool to assist them in routing a fleet of trucks in the most
efficient way. The vehicle routing problem is a notoriously complex and inefficient problem to solve, yet dispatchers
are tasked with solving it every single day by hand. Rather than radically transform a dispatcher’s time-sensitive
workflow, my application seeks to provide them with a simple, powerful tool that can supplement their daily duties.
This application will ultimately help dispatchers perform their jobs more efficiently and contribute to the reduction of
fuel consumption, carbon emissions, and vehicle maintenance costs.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
The transportation industry is an integral part of countless businesses in this day and age. Trucks are responsible for
delivering materials for construction, transporting products between factories and stores, delivering packages across
thousands of miles, and many other things that affect nearly everyone’s daily lives. The day-to-day operations of most
modern trucking corporations are still facilitated by a dispatcher, one who is responsible for communicating between
customers and employees, ensuring that everything is delivered to the correct location in a timely manner, and (most
importantly) routing their fleet in the most efficient manner. Achieving success in this position demands an intricate
understanding of the geography of the region that your company services, excellent communication skills (especially
with drivers who may speak little English), a large and/or consistent customer base, and other experiential knowledge
of the industry as a whole, like proper truck maintenance, loading and unloading times, and more. While replacing
this position with a fully computerized one would be massively complicated, that’s not to say that certain aspects of a
dispatcher’s job could be improved upon through the use of technology. I am proposing a Truck Routing Application
which is easily accessible to dispatchers via the internet and can assist dispatchers with the complicated task of routing
their fleet in the most efficient manner.
1.2 Proposed Solution
Firstly, my system will feature a tool to generate the most efficient route when given a list of deliveries and available
trucks. Large tractors and trailers are massively expensive to run, and a truck loses money every mile that it travels
while unloaded, so this tool aims to help reduce fuel costs and increase productivity of a fleet. This tool will also help
reduce the carbon footprint of a fleet by solving for the most efficient way to complete a series of deliveries.
Also, my program will provide an optional cost evaluation tool to help small businesses and owner-operators evaluate
the profitability of their deliveries. Given a specific route and the cost-per-mile for a fleet, the system will calculate the
exact cost to the company to complete the specified deliveries. This will give drivers a definitive measure of whether
1
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or not they are being profitable with their current route and rates.
There are a few similar solutions to mine that exist today, such as Samsara and Axon, which are web-based applications
that can facilitate an entire trucking business. They can generate invoices, track trucks in real time, provide online chat
for drivers and customers, calculate fuel costs, and much more. While on the surface these services are simple to
use and wonderfully full-featured, they require companies to completely change how their business is run, something
that a majority of trucking businesses aren’t willing to do in such a time-sensitive industry. As important as the
transportation industry is, its members are not notoriously tech-savvy, and modern devices like smartphones and
laptops are not suited to the rugged, dusty, and heavy-machinery-filled environment that is characteristic of truck yards
and construction sites. My solution aims to supplement a dispatcher’s current workflow by providing dispatchers with
a website where they can easily access the routing algorithm. Therefore, I envision my program potentially finding
much wider adoption among transportation companies, since it seeks to augment the effectiveness of the tools most
companies already use rather than completely replace them.
2
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Chapter 2
Requirements
2.1 Functional
2.1.1 Critical
• The system will accept information about loads that the dispatcher has been assigned to deliver
• The system will calculate and display the most efficient routes for each driver to complete all required deliveries
2.1.2 Recommended
• The system will provide a few alternative routes for the dispatcher to consider
• The system will provide a cost analysis of the calculated route
2.1.3 Suggested
• The system will be responsive
• The system will be full-featured on mobile devices
• The system will have a 100% up-time
2.2 Nonfunctional
2.2.1 Critical
• The system will assist dispatchers in routing a fleet of trucks more efficiently
• The system will help dispatchers to be more accurate and efficient
3
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2.2.2 Recommended
• The system will be lightweight and easily maintainable
• The system will be easily expandable/improvable
2.2.3 Suggested
• The system will be scalable and applicable to many different kinds of transportation companies
2.3 Design Constraints
• The system will have an intuitive user interface
• The system will work on all modern web browsers
• The system will be well-formatted for mobile users
4
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Chapter 3
Use Cases
3.1 Use Case Diagram
This system involves only one actor, the dispatcher. The dispatcher alone is tasked with interacting with the system
to input and receive calculated information. Then, they may convey this information to their drivers via traditional
avenues of communication as to not disrupt the current flow of business. Figure 3.1 shows the core use cases of the
system.
Figure 3.1: Use Case Diagram
5
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• Access the System
Goal: Allow dispatchers to access the truck routing application
Actors: Dispatcher
Precondition: Access to an internet-capable device
Postcondition: Dispatchers have access to the truck routing tool
Exceptions: Website is down or dispatcher does not have access to an internet-capable device
• Input Information
Goal: Dispatchers can input information about load origin, destination, time of arrival, and more in order to find
the most efficient routes for all trucks
Actors: Dispatcher
Precondition: Dispatcher has access to the system
Postcondition: The dispatcher is provided with the most efficient way to route their trucks with their given con-
ditions
Exceptions: Website is down or load information is inputted incorrectly
• Input Cost-per-Mile Information
Goal: Provide dispatchers the option to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of their calculated route
Actors: Dispatcher
Precondition: The dispatcher has access to the system and knows his CPM
Postcondition: The dispatcher is provided with the cost of completing the calculated route
Exceptions: Website is down or CPM cannot be obtained
• View Calculated Results
Goal: Dispatcher can view the most efficient route given the parameters they have supplied
Actors: Dispatcher
Precondition: The dispatcher has input all required delivery information
Postcondition: The dispatcher is provided with the most efficient route
Exceptions: Website is down or information is input incorrectly
6
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Chapter 4
Activity Diagram
4.1 Dispatcher Activity Diagram
Figure 4.1 outlines the standard procedure a dispatcher will take while using the system. The dispatcher must first ac-
cess the truck routing tool via the internet, after which they may input information about the loads they must complete
for a specific time. After the system has solved for the most efficient route, the details of the route are displayed for the
dispatcher to read. The dispatcher may choose to reuse this function as many times as desired. Lastly, the dispatcher
may exit the system when they are done using it.
Figure 4.1: Activity Diagram for Dispatcher
7
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Chapter 5
Conceptual Model
5.1 Input Information
Figure 5.1 displays the main screen where the dispatcher can input information about the deliveries for the day. The
page features input fields for each piece of information for each load, and buttons that render a singular route on an
embedded map so dispatchers can visualize the route (shown below).
Figure 5.1: Conceptual Model for Input Page
8
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5.2 Visualize Routes
Figure 5.2 shows an embedded map using the Google Maps API. This map can supplement the dispatchers under-
standing of the deliveries they are supplying, in case they are unfamiliar with the region or otherwise could benefit
from physically viewing the route.
Figure 5.2: Conceptual Model for Embedded Map
9
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5.3 View Results
After supplying all needed information, the dispatcher will be shown an ordered list of all the stops in the calculated
route. Each list item has an exact travel distance and estimated travel time. This page also will show cost analysis at
the bottom, if CPM is supplied.
Figure 5.3: Conceptual Model for Results Page
10
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Chapter 6
Technologies Used
6.1 Front End - HTML/CSS/JavaScript
For the front end, I used plain HTML and CSS. I decided to forego use of a web framework, since the templates are
relatively simple and I preferred to control exactly how each page looks.
6.2 Web Framework - Flask
For my web framework, I decided to use Flask, because it’s lightweight and easy to set up. It’s also built on Python,
which I’m very comfortable using.
6.3 Google Maps API
I used the Google Maps API to retrieve up-to-date location and geographical information to ensure the system is
applicable in the real world. The API has a JavaScript client to be used on the front end, as well as a Python client that
can be used on the back end.
6.4 OR-Tools
I used OR-Tools to assist with the vehicle routing algorithm. OR-Tools is an optimization problem toolkit designed
by Google, and it allowed me to solve the vehicle routing problem with many parameters like time windows, vehicle
capacities, and ordered pickups and deliveries.
11
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Chapter 7
Architectural Diagram
7.1 Client-Server Architecture
Figure 7.1 illustrates the architecture of this system. All of the processing is done by the web server, which communi-
cates with the front end in order to send and receive information from the dispatcher, as well as other APIs and toolkits
to gather additional resources from the internet.
Figure 7.1: Architectural Diagram
12
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Chapter 8
Design Rationale
8.1 UI Design
I designed each webpage to be as simple as possible. My target audience, dispatchers and others in the transportation
industry, are not exceedingly tech-savvy, and so I sought to provide them with the simplest user interface I could while
still adding all the functionality that I want.
8.2 Flask
I built the web server on top of Flask, a popular Python-based web application framework. Flask offered all of the
functionality I needed without adding too many unneeded features that would only further complicate the development
process.
8.3 GitHub
I used GitHub to manage my code during development. Since the code is stored on GitHub’s servers, it removes the
possibility that the code will be accidentally corrupted or deleted while stored locally on my development machine.
8.4 Google Maps API
I used the Google Maps API on the front end to provide location prediction for origin and destination locations, as
well as render the individual routes on a live embedded map. I used this API on the back end to collect accurate travel
times and distances to assist with the vehicle routing function.
13
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8.5 OR-Tools
Initially, I planned to solve the vehicle routing problem for this system by hand. However, after realizing the complex-
ity of the problem when applied to the trucking industry, I sought out OR-Tools to assist me in solving the problem.
It helped solve the problem with many important real-world parameters like time windows, vehicle capacities, and
ordered pickups and deliveries.
14
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Chapter 9
Test Plan
9.1 Unit Testing
I made sure to test the functionality of each individual feature as it was built during the development process. This
helped me ensure that each component of the application functioned properly on its own before integrating it into the
rest of the system, and it helped me avoid large-scale errors later in development.
9.2 White Box Testing
As the development period progressed, I started testing multiple units in conjunction with each other. This reinforced
the unit testing performed prior, and helped ensure that each individual unit of the application worked properly in
conjunction with the others as the platform grew larger.
9.3 Black Box Testing
Near the end of the development timeline, I was able to have some other users test the application to ensure it worked
properly and provided clear user instructions. My parents own their own trucking company and are therefore very
knowledgeable about the transportation in general, so they were able to provide insightful feedback about the usability
and viability of the application.
15
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Chapter 10
Risk Analysis
10.1 Project Risk Analysis
Risk Consequences Probability Severity Impact Mitigation
Bugs The system could contain
bugs and work improperly
when deployed
0.95 3 2.85 Diligently unit test code
along every step of the way
Data Loss I could lose certain files and
have to recover or rewrite
them
0.05 6 0.3 Back up everything and use
GitHub for version control
Procrastination Implementation may take
longer than I anticipate, or
I could go through peri-
ods where I’m too busy to
adhere to my development
timeline
0.4 8 3.2 Adhere to the development
timeline as best as I can, take
advantage of my free time to
get ahead of schedule
Pandemic I must move away from
school and adjust to different
working conditions
1 5 5 Adjust project scope, use
available resources as best as
I can
Table 10.1: Risk Analysis Table
16
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Chapter 11
Development Timeline
11.1 Gantt Chart
Figure 11.1 describes the initial development timeline of this project over the course of my senior year. Due to the
COVID-19 pandemic as well as other personal complications late in the school year, I did not make progress on the
project for most of Winter Quarter and Spring Quarter. However, with much support from my family, school faculty,
and others, I was able to complete the project by the final deadline.
Figure 11.1: Development Timeline
17
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Chapter 12
User Manual
12.1 Term Definitions
• No. Drivers - Number of drivers, or trucks, available in your fleet. When calculating a route, the algorithm will
use as few vehicles as possible. Default value is 1
• Depot - The location from which each route will start and finish. Usually should be set to where you park your
fleet
• CPM - Cost per Mile. This value takes into account fuel costs, maintenance costs, vehicle payments, company
overhead, and any other costs associated with running your vehicles. If no CPM value is supplied, no cost
analysis will be displayed on the results page, but the program will otherwise function normally
• Origin - The location where a load is picked up or loaded onto the truck. This value is required
• Destination - The location where a load is dropped off or unloaded from the truck. This value is required
• Time - Provide a time either for the load to be picked up OR for when the load should be dropped off. This
value can be toggled with the adjacent ”Pick Up/Drop Off” selector
12.2 Inputting Data
Before starting, make sure you have a comprehensive list of all the deliveries you must complete within a given day.
First, fill out each of the three fields at the top of the page with the appropriate information. These parameters apply to
every vehicle in the fleet. Then, starting from the top, fill in as many rows as needed with the origin, destination, and
time of each delivery. If you would like to see a certain delivery on a map, click the orange map button on the far right
of the desired row and it will be rendered at the bottom of the page. Once all information has been provided, click the
button labelled ”Find Best Route” underneath all of the rows.
18
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12.3 Viewing Results
You will now be viewing the results page. Starting from the top, each vehicle will be given a section that contains all
of the information about it’s assigned route, such as total distance, estimated travel time, an estimated schedule, and a
neatly formatted list of each stop along he route. Underneath these sections, there may be a section labelled ”Dropped
Nodes”, which will contain a list of all deliveries that could not be figured into the route with the given parameters.
If this section does not exist, it means that every delivery can be completed. Lastly, if you provided a CPM value,
there will be a final section at the bottom of this page labelled ’Cost Analysis’. This section will perform a simple
calculation involving the total distance travelled as well as the cost per mile for your fleet, which will result in a final
value that represents how much it will cost to run the fleet along the calculated routes. This value does not affect the
routing algorithm, but can be used at your discretion to analyze the profitability of the calculated route and even your
business as a whole.
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Chapter 13
API Documentation
At this point, I have not implemented an API for interfacing with this application.
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Chapter 14
Maintenance Guide
As a very basic website, this system requires little to no maintenance once it is configured and deployed. I will
have to monitor updates to the packages and APIs the system uses to ensure they do not become deprecated. Also,
on the condition that I am eventually able to deploy this system on the internet, I will have to be cognisant of any
unexpected changes that affect the web server’s host machine. Aside from these observational duties, the system is
entirely self-sufficient and requires no regular maintenance.
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Chapter 15
Suggested Changes
15.1 Loading/Unloading Times
The most glaring issue with the system in its current state is the inability to account for vehicle loading and unloading
times. Due to this limitation, the system does not realistically reflect the daily schedule of a typical driver, and may
currently assign each vehicle more work than it is realistically able to complete within a day.
15.2 Form Validation
Another substantial oversight is the lack of form validation. First and foremost, this leaves the system vulnerable to be
taken advantage of with injection attacks, which is unacceptable for any website in this day and age. Additionally, the
program has the possibility of crashing if improperly formatted data is submitted, another issue that can be fixed with
form validation.
15.3 Different Business Models
While the current version of this system is designed specifically for flatbed trucking companies, there are many other
business models within the trucking industry as a whole. In the future, it would be useful to adjust the program to be
able to solve different types of routing problems, such as warehouse deliveries in which all stops provided represent
destinations, or delivery vehicles that can hold many products at once and would therefore not be constrained to
delivering each load immediately after picking it up.
15.4 Deploy Online
The last goal for the future is to deploy this system online so that it can provide assistance to dispatchers and owner-
operators all over the country. I was unable to find a similar website that boils the vehicle routing problem down into
simple terms, so with proper marketing, I think this website has the potential to become widely used in the industry.
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Chapter 16
Lessons Learned
16.1 Quality Over Quantity
At the beginning of this project, I saw it simply as a way for me to satisfy the Senior Design requirement. I imagined
I would subsequently move on from the project after it had been completed to a reasonable degree and my project
requirement had been fulfilled. However, after receiving feedback from several SCU faculty members as well as
my parents who own their own trucking business, I am encouraged that my project could be genuinely useful to many
trucking companies across the country. I know there are many other Senior Design projects and even startups that have
much more complicated code bases, but I have begun to realize that the complexity of a system is not necessarily an
indication of how successful it can be in the real world. Even though my project is not the most technically advanced,
as long as I have a clear vision the specific problem I would like to solve and I can provide a simple, intuitive method
to solve that problem, I know this project can be much more successful and marketable than I initially anticipated.
16.2 Industry Feedback is Invaluable
Another valuable lesson I learned over the course of this project is that user feedback, especially from users who
have experienced the industry in question, is extremely valuable. As a programmer who often does not have firsthand
experience working in the industry that I am designing for, there is no way to know the details and intricacies of that
industry outside of talking to people who are actively involved in it. I was fortunate that I had constant feedback from
my parents for the duration of this project, as they were able to give me many pointers and suggestions for how to
make the system more streamlined and applicable to their specific use case.
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16.3 Take Care of Yourself
This subject, by all accounts, is admittedly out of the scope of this project. However, it is a very important lesson that
I learned during the development of this project and it had a profound effect on the project’s outcome, so I feel that
I should comment on it regardless. During the entire second half of this project’s timeline, I had a prolonged bout
of depression that discouraged me from making any progress on the project, and even led me to entirely give up on
completing it at one point. Foolishly, I neglected to communicate with my project advisor and all other school faculty
who reached out. Late in Spring Quarter, I finally addressed the problem with the support of my parents. I was able to
receive medical help from a psychiatrist and ultimately rally in the final weeks of the quarter to complete the project.
Throughout this rough patch in my life, I learned the important lesson that internalizing personal struggles is never
healthy, and I am thankful for the support network I have in my friends and family. Everyone will encounter struggles
at some point in their life, and while the solution to these struggles can often be out of your personal control, it is
important to learn how to overcome your own humility and accept the help you need. At the conclusion of this project,
I am immensely gratified by my progress as both a programmer and a human being.
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Chapter 17
Test Results
17.1 Simple Routing Test
For my first test, I supplied the system with one driver and two deliveries as follows:
• Deliver from Folsom, CA to Roseville, CA with a pick up time of 10:00
• Deliver from Davis, CA to Vacaville, CA
These parameters provide a very simple test that is relatively simple to solve. I added one time constraint just to ensure
the system was properly accounting for these restrictions, and I know the two short runs could easily be accomplished
by one driver in a day.
The system successfully routed the vehicle as follows:
• Depart from Sacramento, CA (ETA: 08:00)
• Pick up at Davis, CA (ETA: 08:30)
• Deliver to Vacaville, CA (ETA: 09:00)
• Pick up at Folsom, CA (ETA: 10:00)
• Deliver to Roseville, CA (ETA: 10:30)
• Return to Sacramento, CA (ETA: 11:00)
17.2 Complex Routing Test
For my second test, I supplied the system with four drivers and six deliveries as follows:
• Deliver from Santa Clara, CA to Vacaville, CA with a drop off time of 14:00
• Deliver from Folsom, CA to Roseville, CA
• Deliver from Davis, CA to Elk Grove, CA
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• Deliver from Stockton, CA to Fresno, CA pick up time of 9:00
• Deliver from Redding, CA to Sacramento, CA
• Deliver from Long Beach, CA to San Jose, CA
I knew going into this test that it is impossible for a truck to make it to Long Beach and back within working hours, so
this test demonstrated how the system reacts to certain deliveries that it cannot account for.
The system successfully routed the vehicles as follows:
Vehicle 1:
• Depart from Sacramento, CA (ETA: 10:00)
• Pick up at Santa Clara, CA (ETA: 12:15)
• Deliver to Vacaville, CA (ETA: 14:00)
• Pick up at Davis, CA (ETA: 14:30)
• Deliver to Elk Grove, CA (ETA: 15:15)
• Return to Sacramento, CA (ETA: 15:45)
Vehicle 2:
• Depart from Sacramento, CA (ETA: 08:00)
• Pick up at Stockton, CA (ETA: 09:00)
• Deliver to Fresno, CA (ETA: 11:15)
• Return to Sacramento, CA (ETA: 14:00)
Vehicle 3:
• Depart from Sacramento, CA (ETA: 08:00)
• Pick up at Folsom, CA (ETA: 08:45)
• Deliver to Roseville, CA (ETA: 09:15)
• Pick up at Redding, CA (ETA: 12:00)
• Deliver to Sacramento, CA (ETA: 14:45)
• Return to Sacramento, CA (ETA: 14:45)
Dropped Nodes:
• Long Beach, CA to San Jose, CA
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17.3 Cost-per-Mile Calculation Test
For my last test, I supplied the system with one driver, a CPM of $2.50 and one delivery as follows:
• Deliver from San Francisco, CA to San Jose, CA
I intentionally made this test extremely simple in order to demonstrate the optional cost analysis feature. The total cost
is displayed at the bottom of the results page, and it aims to provide dispatchers with an exact cost for running their
trucks over the specified routes.
The system successfully routed the vehicle as follows:
• Depart from Sacramento, CA (ETA: 08:00)
• Pick up at San Francisco, CA (ETA: 09:30)
• Deliver to San Jose, CA (ETA: 10:30)
• Return to Sacramento, CA (ETA: 12:30)
• Total cost to complete delivery: $640.81
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